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Registration
LessThan'47
Enrollment

Nuniber 1

Maine Band To Receive
New Uniforms Very Soon

For the first time in the history of
the University of Maine, the varsity
hand will appear in uniforms made
As the curtain went up for the openespecially for the Maine band. These
ing of the 1948 season here at the Uniuniforms have been made possible by
versity of Maine and students began
a generous gift of $6,000 by the UniThe Maine Outing Club will hold
returning to their classes, it was reversity Store Company. It is expected
its first fall trip this Sunday, Septemvealed that the student enrollment for
that the new uniforms will be availber 26. Buses will leave the bookstore
the Fall semester has fallen slightly
able for use at the University of New
at 9 a.m. for Bar Harbor and Mt.
short of the record-breaking 4,728 stuHampshire-Maine football game OctoCadillac. The noon meal will be eaten
dents of last year.
ber 9. In accepting the Store Comon the mountain and the group will
James A. Gannett, University Regispany's gift on behalf of the Trustees
return to the campus in time for suptrar, has announced that a total of
of the University, President Arthur
per.
All freshman and Brunswick stu4,661 students, including 675 at the
Hauck expressed appreciation for the
dents are urged to attend this first
Brunswick campus, are now enrolled
generous interest of the University
trip. Membership in the club will not
in the University, or only 67 below last
RALPH BARNETT
Store
Company in the Band.
JOHN
BALLOU
be required for the first two trips.
year's total.
Newhall photos
For several years, there has been a
It will be necessary to sign up in the
Of the 3,986 students here at Orono
growing interest in organizing a varsity
bookstore
before four o'clock Friday.
who wended their way through the
band in addition to the R.O.T.C. unit.
This is done by filling out one of the
Memorial Gymnasium from September
A big factor which made such a move
envelopes that are provided in the
14 through 18, approximately 2400 are
always seem remote was the need for bookstore
entrance. Deposit two dolveterans, with 300 others down at the
and cost of special uniforms. During lars
in the envelope and place it in the
Any and all persons interested in
Annex. Last year, a little over 3,000
The General Student Senate of the the college year 1947-48
student and outing club reservation box located
vets were enrolled at both campuses, participating in any way in the Maine University of Maine will hold its first
alumni interest was so great that Presi- near
by. This fee is to pay for the
and in all, 850 men were located at Masque this year have
been asked by meeting of the year next Tuesday dent Hauck appointed a faculty-stucost of food and transportation.
Brunswick.
evening
at
7
in
the Carnegie Hall dent committee to study the
Masque President John W. Ballou to
entire
Anyone that is interested in joining
As for the present enrollment at attend a general meeting Wednesday, lounge.
question of a varsity band, uniforms
the Maine Outing Club may do so at
Ralph Barnett, president of the and other related
Orono, the class of 1950 naturally tops Sept. 29, at 7 p.m. in the Little Theaquestions.
108 Oak Hall or 31 Colvin.
Senate, announces that all wards have
the list with 1,447 students; then come tre.
After deciding to proceed with plans
the sophomores with 1,098, the seniors
been
notified
of
the
meeting
and ex- for a varsity
The purpose of the meeting, Ballou
band, the committee then
with 850, and last, but by no means said, is to
familiarize students with the pects that a full complement will be began searching for the substantial
least, the freshmen with 354. A total Masque, its
present for the meeting.
personnel, and its aims for
amount required to purchase 100 uniof 1,029 freshmen are enrolled this the coming
Other officers of the Senate are:
year. During the meeting,
forms. The University Store Comyear as compared with last year's 1,268. the newly
Bill Hopkins, vice-president; Barbara
elected president added,
pany, through its directors, continuThe editors of the Pine Needle, camThe completion of the registration in- those
Richardso
n, treasurer; Nancy Hubattending will be given an opporing their policy of seeking to be help- pus humor magazine, announce
that
cluded 99 graduate students, 24 special tunity
to sign up for work in Masque bard, secretary. The organization will ful in promoting projects of value
to there will be a meeting of the Pine
students, 59 two-year aggies, and 55 production
meet on alternate Tuesdays.
s.
large numbers of students, particularly Needle staff on Tuesday, September
three-year nurses.
those projects related directly or indi- 28, at 3 p.m., in the Pine Needle office,
Ballou emphasized the point that all
It is believed by University officials Masque
rectly to athletics, voted $6,000 for the third floor of the MCA building. All
members are expected to atthat this may be the last year for the tend
purpose. Thus uniforms for the varsity members of last year's staff are urged
the meeting. Entertainment at
operation of the campus at Brunswick.
the gathering will be provided by
band became possible.
to attend.
members of the Masque, with Bob
Mr.
Francis
Shaw, faculty leader of
The annual subscription drive for
The Maine Debating Council will
Preble heading the entertainment comhold its first meeting Thursday eve- the band, Evan Johnson, band leader the magazine will be carried out by
mittee.
ning, September 30. at 7:15 in 6 South last year, Donna Welts and Alumni representatives in the various dormiA concerted effort is being made this Stevens Hall. All
members are asked Secretary John Sealey, Jr.. were ap- torks during the next two weeks. As
year by the Masque Council to see that to attend.
(Contin,red
u-ual, the subscriptions sell for one
Paqe Two)
every person who signs up for work
dollar
for four issues.
Business on the agenda will include
Final proof that the football season
with the theatre group be given an details of the club's
' The editors are issuing a call to all
dance, to be held
is with us again will be given tomorrow
opportunity to work in his preferred October 8. possible revision
students interested in writing, editing,
of the connight when the -first football rally of
field. Ballou said he was aware that sitution, and fall competitio
advertising capacities to meet the
and
n.
Larry
the season will be held in preparation
last year many people, eager to work Smith has been appointed
old staff at the Pine Needle office on
chairman
for the Maine-Rhode Island game SatRealizing the need for a medium Tuesday at
on some production, were not given of the dance.
3:45.
urday. The rally will be followed by
through which the students on campus
that opportunity, and stated that he
Possibilities for competition include
an M-Club-sponsored dance.
could buy and sell second-hand books.
would do all in his power to see that the annual intramural tournamen
t, a
The rally will be held in Memorial such was not the case
the American Veterans' Committee.
this season.
debate with Bates College at their
Gymnasium at 7 p.m., preceded by a
high school clinic, the Vermont tourna- last semester set up the Used Book
parade which will begin at 6:30. The
ment at Burlington, and varsity prac- Mart.
dance will begin immediately after the
In cooperation with the MCA the
tice debates. This year's national colEvery year there are, in most
rally.
committee
organized a system for hanlegiate debate proposition concerns
schools, changes and additions to the
Music for the dance will be furnished
federal aid to education in order to dling books and opened the Mart on faculty. The University of Maine is
the second floor of the MCA building.
by the Maine Bears. Admission will
The clothing department in Home equalize opportunities.
no exception. In order to help you
Books brought to the Mart
be $.50.
Economics is sponsoring a fashion
Later in the fall an open meeting
are' become better acquainted with the new
classified according to their general
The dance committee consists of Don show on Thursday evening,
September will be held at which time all students
additions to the faculty, we present the
condition
Barron, Ed McDermott, and Ken Ven- 30, at 7:30 in the Little
and are marked to sell at
interested in participating in debate
Theatre.
following list.
75%, 60%, or 45% of their original
nett. Vennett is also in charge of the
Miss Olive Berry, college stylist for activities will be invited to attend.
College of Agriculture
rally.
purchase price. The AVC deducts a
the Simplicity Pattern Company, is in Through a system of varsity debating,
Harold E. Young, Durham, N. C.,
slight service charge for handling the
His Honor the Mayor, Richard Huff
charge of the fashion showing. Miss it is possible to earn the silver Uniinstructor in forestry, holds a Ph.D.
books.
of Oak Hall, will make his first public Berry
is an expert in her field doing versity of Maine Debate key. At
from Duke University. He has done
Students who have previously left
appearance of the year at the rally.
nothing but the styling of smart clothes present there are 18 key holders on
administration field work in the U. S.
books
to be sold will be notified
From all reports he has quite a
to fit the special needs and activities of campus.
Forest Service in Florida, West Virshow.
through a notice in the Campus when
Officers of the Debate Council incollege girls. She will show you what
ginia. and Connecticut, and was a
they may pick up unsold books or the
is being worn this fall and how it is clude Larry Jenness, president; Don
parachute engineer officer during the
money due them.
Forty-Six Families
worn, how the clothes can bring out Waring vice-president; Doris Vollmer,
war.
At the present time the demand is
your best points and make the most of secretary-treasurer; George Brountas,
Gordon L. Chapman, Portland, inOccupy Dryden Terrace
heaviest
for Psychology books, educamanager; and Everett Keach, publiciyour personal appearance.
structor in forestry, holds a B.S. degree
tion texts (including physical educaA total of 46 families of University
from the University of Maine, M.S.
Miss Berry will also show and dis- ty.
tion), and novels or books of verse
of Maine faculty members, students. cuss accessories that will enhance the
from University of Vermont. and is
being used in Literature courses. hisand administration ‘vorkers are now wardrobe, improve the smartness of Bishop Loring Will Meet
scheduled to receive his Ph.D. from
tories, French hooks, and engineering
living in Dryden Terrace apartments your ensembles and also show how the
Yale next spring. He has been a field
books.
according to University Housing Man- various combinations of accessories can With Students Sunday
assistant in silvicultural research at
About $435 worth of used books
The Right Reverend Oliver L. Lorager Raymond Thomas.
Vermont and Yale and a cartographer
add interest and glamour to a costume.
have been sold to students during the
Bishop
ing,
the
of
Maine,
will
meet
The Terrace apartments, constructed
for the U. S. Geological Survey from
Miss Berry constantly visits colfirst week's operation of the Mart, ac1942-1945.
and maintained by the Prudential Life leges through the United States and with students of the Episcopal faith in
cording to Walter Verrill, vice chairOakes
the
Room
of
the
New
Library
Insurance Co., are being used for the will certainly know all the college girls'
Philip H. Plaisted, Oakland. instrucman of the AVC. Most of the customSunday afternoon from 4 to 6.
first time.
tor of botany, holds an M.S. degree
preferences.
ers have been upperclass women.
(Continurd on Page Six)

MOC Schedules
First Fall Trip

Mci.squeCandidates General Senate
Asked To Meeting Meeting Tuesday

Pine Needle Staff
To Meet Tuesday

Meets Tuesday

RaI1y Parade
Starts At6:30

i 600k /v1ort Seeking
%)elected Texts

Home Ec Dept.
Plans Fashion Show

49 New Members
Added To Faculty

l'age

THE MAINE CAMPUS

Leadership Program Fraternity House
For Co-Ed Officers Honors'Mrs. Mac'

Campus Will Solicit
Faculty Subscriptions

Masque Asks For
Original Scripts
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Reynolds Wins Prizes
At State Flower Show

Th

Because of the continually rising
Although he has pursued his hobby
This fall Sigma Alpha Epsilon wel- costs of production the Campus finds
John \V. Ballou, president of the
only for the past four years, Associate
comes Mrs. Edith McCollum back to it necessary to continue with the policy Maine Masque, and Prof. Herschel L.
Professor of English, Cecil John Reythe campus for her twenty-fifth year begun last year of not giving courtesy Bricker, director of the Masque, made
walked off with a total of twennolds
announcement
today to the
as House Mother for the fraternity. subscriptions of the paper to instruc- a joint
effect that scripts from students for ty-five awards in the Maine Gladiola
tors.
"Mrs. Mac," as she is affectionately
Previous to last year all members of musical comedies and revue numbers Show in Waterville this past summer.
known by more than six hundred alumthe faculty had received free subscrip- are acceptable by the Masque for pos- Professor Reynolds received 16 firsts
ni of Maine Alpha Chapter of SAE, tions to the Campus.
and nine seconds in the amateur class,
With over 300 sible production.
is happy to be back at the University members now on the staff this is no
Last season, the Masque produced an in addition to which he was awarded
original musical by Alfred Dumais, two cups, one for compiling the greatwhere she has spent so many years. longer possible.
entitled
est number of points in the exhibition
"Again It's Yesterday."
Chief among her varied interests and
Distribution will be made to all
The announcement said that scripts and the other for the best seedling
activities while at Maine is the Maine members of the staff this week and
Masque, as is evidenced by the fact personal contacts will be made as soon submitted for production this year must grown in Maine.
that Mrs. McCollum has missed only as possible to obtain faculty subscrip- be turned in at 330 Stevens no later
Professor Reynolds explained that
one performance of this group in twen- tions. The price will be $.75 a semes- than January 1, 1949, and must be com- the seedling is a new type of gladiolus
pletely done at that time.
ty-three years. Last year she was made ter.
that has been developed only within
an honorary member of the Masque.
If a suitable musical script is sub- recent years. In elaborating the methmitted, it will be produced next spring ods used in the judging he pointed out
Monday evening "Mrs. Mac" was
that gladioli come in five sizes and in
honored at an anniversary dinner at Subjects will be portraits, land and sea as one of the regular productions.
Chits for Maine Masque Theatre ten color groups. The majority are in
the SAE House. Charles C. Leach, scapes of New England scenes, some of
President of the Fraternity, spoke the famous circus pictures, nudes, and season tickets will go on sale a week the long, giant size, blooming from
from today at 330 Stevens, and by 4 2 to 72 inches.
briefly of Mrs. McCollum's years of satiric compositions.
Waldo Pierce is a native of Maine, various Masque representatives, John
devoted service to Sigma Alpha EpsiThe Maine Gladiola Show is an anbeing born in Bangor, and making his W. Ballou, president of the Masque, nual event and this was
lon.
the eighth
home in Searsport for many years.
said today.
consecutive season of competition.
The chits, redeemable within a few
The 24 other artists to be shown
through the year include eight others weeks for the season tickets, will be
from Maine. Norman Rockwell, of the sold for $3.60, tax included, and may
Wesley Foundation Will
"Four Freedoms" and Saturday Eve- be exchanged for one ticket to each
(Continued from Page One)
Hold Discussion Period
Vincent Hartgen, head of the Art ning Post covers, is one of these. War- of the four major productions of the
The Wesley Foundation will meet Department, has announced that there ren Rolls of the Bangor Daily Com- sea_an, the first to be given early in pointed a special subcommittee to determine the design of the uniform.
Sunday evening at the Methodist Par- will be 25 exhibitions of the original mercial, will present a number of fine November.
The uniform is to consist of dark blue
on-the-spot
newspaper
Ballou
photographs.
suggested
of
works
that
as
prominent
many
persons
interartists
sonage. 38 Oak St., Orono. A 25 cent
Oil and water colors will be shown ested in seeing Masque plays obtain coat with white trim around the collar
supper will be served at 6:00 o'clock displayed this year.
followed by a discussion period at 7:00. The series will start October 1, with in the Main Gallery of Carnegie Hall. their tickets early. He brought to at- and white epaulets, light blue trousers
Students who are unable to attend the , a showing of a wide variety of the oil Etchings, lithographs, and photographs tention the fact that the last production with white side stripe, a white belt and
supper will be welcomed for the dis- paintings of Waldo Pierce. Among will be shown in Room 202 of Carne- of last season played to capacity houses, specially designed hat with Maine incussion period. A recreation period these canvases will be several which gie, adjacent to the Main Gallery, with many students having to be turned signia. All band members will be required to wear black shoes. It was
away at each performance.
will follow at 8:00.
have been reproduced in Life magazine.
According to the president, individu- expected that the uniforms would be
U
al tickets will be sold by the Masque delivered before college opened, but due
for each production at a cost of $1.20, to conditions beyond local control it
Boyd & Noyes, Inc.
tax included. These tickets will go on was impossible to meet this date. The
EXPERT
To all our University
Isale
approximately a week before each agent has indicated that delivery has
Friends—WELCOME!
Jewelers
SHOE REPAIRING
been assured by the manufacturer by
production.
First Quality Diamonds
and remember—
September 31.
Exclusively
Other members of the Committee on
For those special
Band
Uniforms, in addition to those
Fine Wearing Apparel
book needs it's
Towle Sterling Silver
named above, are Charles E. Crossfor Particular Men
All standard makes
Parcel post work
land, Chairman, Prof. Adelbert W.
Sprague, Col. Francis Fuller, James
JAKE'S
receives prompt
of Watches
F. Donovan, Frank W. Haines, Ralph
58 Columbia St., Bangor, Me.
CLOTHING
STORE
attention
25 Hammond St.. Bangor
Barnett. and William Bodwell.
25
State
St.
Bangor,
Me.
"If it's printed—we ha' it"
35 Central St.. Bangor, Me.
•
•
In Freparation for fall elections within the various women's organizations
on campus, W.S.G.A., W.A.A., and
M.C.A. are uniting to set up a leadership training program on October 16.
The committee hopes that through
this program both old and new officers
of organizations will become better
acquainted with their responsibilities.
Separate group discussions are being
organized for each of the many offices
and functions. This plan will enable
the officers to get instruction on their
individual and cooperative duties and
to discuss a related group under the
guidance of a faculty member who is
familiar with a particular office or
function.
Chairman Barbara Hines is planning
a luncheon meeting with a prominent
woman leader as the guest speaker for
the occasion. The committee for this
conference are Dorothea Butler, Margaret Hanles, Jean Cunningham, Janet
Pettee, Evelyn Ellsworth, and Mary
Zelenkewich.

Pierce Featured In
Art Exhibit Oct. 1

BAND UNIFORMS

Palmer Shoe Mfg. &
Repairing Co.

Betts Bookstore

•

J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
Because He Flunked The Finger Nail Test

STUDENTS!
We Have.,.
Typewriter Ribbons
and
Carbon Paper

3,185 MAINE MEN
WILL WANT THESE SHIRTS
Western Style

TYPEWRITER

Deeptone - Washable

entillt

GltMT

Sales & Service

•

16 Middle St.
Dial 345
1,:enrge I.. Ila.hr.

Montbio Fild•ral Reserv• Bank

•Mae
•Rk.Creen
•Bk. Braun
()Teal Blue
•Tan
0 Gray
SIZES 14-17

Match 'em up with Gabardine Slacks
HAIR more than you can bear? Don't lumber around with a
shaggy scalp. It'll be the ruin of you. Get busy with popular
Wildroot Cream-Oil hair tonic. It's the berries! Just a little bit
grooms your hair neatly and naturally without that plastered.
down look. Relieves annoying dryness and removes ugly
loose dandruff. Helps you pass the Finger Nail Test! Wildroot
Cream-Oil is non-alcoholic ... contains soothing Lanolin. Get
a tube or bottle of Wildroot Cream -Oil today at any drug or
toilet goods counter. Always ask your barber for a professional
appliration. And bear this in mind - Wildroot Cream-Oil is
"again and again the choice of men who put good grooming
first."
*.,
f3_'- Burroughs Drive, Snyder, N. Y.

Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y.

Get acquainted with
JOHN PAUL'S

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

Eastern Maine's Leading
Store for Men
"Short or Tall

4/4

• ..
tl PAUL CO.

Big or Small
John Paul Fits'em All"

r

PICKERING SQ.
BANGOR

The
Merrill
Trust Company
With twitIvia officits in
Eaat•rn Main•
Metribar F•el•ral Depo•tt !montane* Corp.
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Scotch and Soda
BY BIFF SHALEK

Pleased To Meet You-All

What every Fresh Woman Girl should know:
That some men on campus are out to make her
a mark on his Frat/Dorm wall, and that after she
puts him in his place—she still has to watch him.
That life does not begin and end with her acceptance by a sorority. In fact the majority of women
on campus are non-sorority. That some of the
bigwheel facades on campus are as phony as a
Western Movie Saloon front. That life does not
begin and end with a Cadillac, Oldsmobile, or an
excess of money. That Frat/Dorm men have very
little jinglemoney after the bills are paid, and that
Dutch Treat is better, and more enjoyable, than
no treat at all. That many a younglady wakes up
at the end of the spring semester and finds that
although she has been very popular with the fellas.
that the University feels her presence is no longer
needed. (It's okay if you catch a husband, but you
never can tell.) That you can take cigarettes. beer.
and if you prefer, hard liquor, in your stride like
a lady. But only like a lady. And last; Don't kid
yourself. You can never know all there is to know
about men, and if you think you do—lock yourself
in your room till you get over it.
What every FreshMan should know:
That your days of spoon or forcefed education
are gone. You don't have to raise your hand to
go to the John. That your professors are being
paid to teach you. and that part of that money is
being provided by you. And every time you cut.
walk out five minutes early, or go to sleep, you're
wasting your money. your Father's money, and the
State's time and energy. That it's your duty to
make new friends. Not to clique up and pasteurize
yourself. Remember there are 3,200 other men on
this campus with views and ideas of their own.
These are the days and nights that you have left
to find yourself in. Do what you can.
To both of you Good Luck and have fun.

In this, our first issue of the Campus for 194849, we are happy to welcome another fresh
man
class to Maine and to extend our greetings to
those
members of the Brunswick Annex who are
on the
Orono campus for the first time. We hope
you
will enjoy your stay with us.
During the confusion of Freshman Week
it may
have appeared that all we have at Maine are
clubs,
with studies a very minor part of the curri
culum.
Actually there are about 85 or 90 organ
All-over tan or not, you can't come to class like that
izations
on campus, exclusive of fraternities and
sororities,
so the conclusion may seem justified. We
do have
scholastic requirements, however, and they
must
be met if you plan to remain around for
long.
As a word of advice to the newcomers we
would
BY JAN AND KITTY
EdithAnne Young to Al Hutchinson;
like to suggest that you do not try to
carry on too
many extracurricular activities. It may
Do you know what columnists do Ruth Fogler to Merle Goff.
seem fun
Germaine Bellefleur to Eddie Somonat first, but with a few exceptions you
when they have nothing to say?
will find
that if you concentrate on two or three
Wenn—they fill their column up with onock ; Edith Hayford to Clyde Grant;
groups in
Bev Green
which you are really interested you will
have more pinnings, engagements, and marriages na Welts to Carleton McGary ; Donto Howie Wagoner; Flo
fun and will get along more easily than
if you try —which is exactly what we're gonna Sawyer to Bob Roberts;
Sona Averill
to take part in everything.
do—cuz none of these enterprising orto Henry Wyman; Elizabeth Tufts to
ganizations have been ... enterprising!
As for freshman rules—whether you
Barker Goodrich; June Heath to Don
like them Oh, incidentally, before we begin
—Hi! Eames; Polly Curtis to
or not you have probably found out
Earl Clifford;
by now that How are you? And didja have a good
Mary Bachelder to Bus Sproul.
the easiest way to get along is to obey
them. Prob- summer? And aren't you glad to get
Jean Campbell to Dick Foster; Olive
ably they won't hurt you and some
of them may back to the old grind? We sure are... Coffin to Skip
Hart; JoAnne Chellis
actually help.
S00000000 to commence—
to Ralph Higgins; Mary Moore to
NOTE TO UPPERCLASSMEN:
Pinned: Lora Moulton to Ben Zook,
Lynwood Hill; Polly Parent to Larry
No matter
SAE (Harvard); Flo Berube to Kemp
what you may think of freshman rules
Jenness ; Ruth Preble to Bob Finney;
in general, Murphy, Phi Gamm
a Delta; Helen
the Maine "Hello" is one tradition
which has Noyes to Bill Mann, Phi Gamma Margaret Preble to William Starbird;
Margaret Watson to Al Savignano;
existed for a long time and should be
maintained. Delta; Ruth Holland to Carroll Leen, Barbara
McNeill to George MarsansThe freshmen have been very conscienti
I'm Usually Wrong But
ously greet- Sigma Chi.
kis
;
Billie
Starrett to Dick Cutts.
ing everybody with the traditional
Engaged: Jane Hastings to John
"Hi." A great
Joan Frye to Dick Meserve; Priscilmany upperclassmen haven't been
BY BILL BRENNAN
bothering to Folsom; Andy Armstrong to Charlie la Shields, Augusta, to Bob Redman;
return the greeting. It really doesn
Clark; Barbara Jacobs to Ed Waldon; Goldie
Hall,
't require a
Norway, to Ronald ClifLooks like the battle has begun again, with the
Eleanor Alter, Jersey City, N. Y., to ford;
great deal of effort. Why not try it?
Jane Murphy, Old Town, to freshmen vs. everyone else,
and, if it follows the
Erling Stockman; Lois Clark, Port- James
DeRoche; Margo Rogers to general plan, the freshmen
will probably take it
land, to Bob White.
Wally Anderson; Barbara Wood to in the neck again
.
Married: Gloria Dow to Bill Pelle- John
Brookings; Lala Jones to Bob
Actually, we don't really care much what haptier; Liz Rutland to Phil Catir ; Betty Dinsm
ore; Louise Arey, Winthrop, to pens to the fresh
men, or to the upperclassmen,
After all these years the Cain pus is going
to leave Titcomb to Walter Hinds; Phyllis Bob Stevens; Sherry Lane to Gene either, but just the other day
several members of
Norton to Phil Morton; Jo Look to Dow;
the MCA building. In a few weeks
Gloria McGinley to Gerald the Maine SS Corps
, as soon as George
,
the
Senio
r Skulls, suggested
Lober
;
Alice
Fonse
ca to Frank
arrangements can be completed, our office
s will be Haines; Peen True to Willard Moul- Pickard; Toma Decrow to Hugh to us that we write something nice about freshman
Hatch Betty Flint to Gerry Hilton; rules. This,
moved to East Annex.
of course, was met with derisive reton; Peggy Moulton to Bill Gibson; Ralph
Flynn to Joan Kelleher; Nancy marks on our
We are very grateful to the MCA for
part. which changed to loud laughs
Carol
yn
Colwel
l
to Dave Parkhurst; Hall to Bob Peacock.
the use
when we were instructed that we might be invited
of their sorely needed office space
all this time,
to an initiation at the gym if we wrote nasty things.
but the opportunity to take advantage
of the
Therefore, we now embark on a treatise about
Journalism Department's equipment is too
why freshman rules are no good.
much
to pass up, after our experience of trying
Whenever anyone has the gall to come up with
to turn
out a paper in an office equipped only with
a statement like that above, the answer is always
three
Are you a Junior? Are you a live- ;.:casc
autify the Prism office
"It helps you get to know the members of your
well-worn typewriters and a telephone.
year nurse graduating in June 1949?
We have over 1400 appointments to class better." Sure. but who want
s to
At least we will no longer be able to blame
our Are you a transfer Senior or Junior take care of and we won't have time to acquaintances while bending over on the make
wrong
whom we
failures on lack of facilities. We'll even
have a Did you missed during registration? check up on every person. It's up to you end of a paddle. Personally, we'd rather meet
get left out of last year's to let us know.
dictionary available.
After the proofs have members of our class in the classrooms
and in
Prism?
been sent to the engravers, it will be the dorms.
The Prism will begin scheduling too late
to be pictured with your corAs we've said before, it's easy enough to make
appointments for portrait sittings for rect
alphabetical group and you will be a fool of yourself without havin
g several dozen
the yearbook at the Modern Studio in left
out. Be sure to let us know within guys with dots on their
foreheads helping you
Old Town next Monday. If we missed the
next two weeks.
Of course no joke festival would be complete
along. And, it's difficult enough getting into the
you or you were omitted last year,
without injecting the "delayed-action" joke into
Lyn
grind up here without having to worry about wearHill,
Editor
a
session. Here's one.
ing your hat straight on your head, staying off
Two farmers met on the road and pulled up.
the grass. not speaking to girls, and conducting
"Cy, I've got a mule with distemper. What'd
yourself like a Maine man.
ye give that one o' yourn when he had it ?"
That last one is what's going to catch the suck"Turpentine. Giddap."
ers. Any of the smart looking guys around
here
A week later they met again.
(the ones with the numb look are upperclass
men)
"Say Cy, I give my mule turpentine and it killed
can keep off the grass. say hello to everyone,
not
him."
talk to women, and wear his hat square. But when
"Killed mine too. Giddap."
he comes to conducting himself like a Maine man.
he's snafued hut good. Some Maine men drink
like fish, others abstain completely. Some
Cliff Whitten
Main
Editor
men date a different doll every night, others e
'A ill Nisbet
Business Manager
go
Boris Vollmer
with the same one week in, week out.
News Editor
What
's
Jerry Rogovin
Sports Editor
a guy going to do.
1.arry Jett nes*
Assoeiate Editor
From our viewpoint, freshman rules, at least
Bill Brennan
Associate Editor
those
Janet [Nitre. Carol Carr
pertaining to talking to women, walking on
Society Editors
John Stimpson
grass, having dates. etc.. should he
Asst. Bus. Mgr.
compl
George Vardamin
Asst. Advt. Mgr.
abolished. Any guy that doesn't know how etely
Ita‘id Hamlin
to conCirculation Mgr.
duct himself as far as these things are
Marilyn Wyman
Subscription Mgr.
concerned
Virginia Stickney
shouldn't he a member of the freshman class,
Asst. Circulation Mgr.
anyCarlton McGery
how. He should automatically be made
Business See.
Your Mayor
a Senior
Skull.

University Society

The Camous Will Move

Yearbook Portrait Sittings Will Be
Scheduled Starting Next Monday

44Z4om9he
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Prexy Greets
Class Of'52

WAA Announces
Hockey Tryouts

Orono, Maine. September 23, 1948

Intramurals Begin Sunday;
Touch Football Is On Program

OCUMMO Has
Much To Offer
Its Members

Field hockey practice will begin this
Freshman Week opened with a party afternoon at 3:30, and it will run to
Professor Stanley Wallace and Hal I declared down when touched by both
for all '52 men and women on campus
Woodbury
of the Physical Education hands of a defensive player.
5 o'clock. Tryouts will be held on
in Memorial Gym Monday night with
Friday afternoon, and from 10 to 12 department have announced the start Kickoffs and Punts:
OCUMMO is for you! Yes,
Bing Crossland officiating chairman
Saturday morning. Women of all of intramural athletics. The 1948-49
If the ball rolls over the goal line on OCUMMO is for all off campus men
for the affair.
season will begin on Sunday with touch the kickoff, as on any
classes are eligible for the teams.
other kick, the who want to join a strong service and
football for the fraternities, and the ball shall be put in play
The formal introduction to President
on the 15-yard social organication, which will give you
Miss Theresa Shelton of the Womdormitory leagues will open on the line. A kickoff which goes out
Hauck was held Tuesday evening in
of a better opportunity to join in campus
en's Physical Education Department
the Women's Gymnasium. Prof. Kimfollowing Sunday.
bounds will be put in play on the 35- life.
announces that the freshman WAA
ball, director of Freshman Week activiTouch football has not been part of yard line.
picnic will be held on Monday afterFounded in 1945, OCUMMO has as
ties, presided in the absence of Prexy.
the
intramural program since before Passing:
noon, September 27, at 5 :30 on the
its primary purpose the giving of the
During the evening, Freshman wom- women's hockey field. Admission is the war.
Regulation football rules govern off campus men a voice in the governen met with Dean Wilson and mem- $.35, anG the picnic is open to women
The Intramural Association, in its passing, except that all players are ing of the
campus. Annually, they
bers of the Women's Student Gov- of all classes.
Tuesday night meeting, set up the eligible receivers.
elect, from their membership, fifteen
ernment, the Women's Athletic AsThe Square Dance Club will meet rules of the game, which will be played
Time will not be called after an representatives to the Men's Senate.
sociation, All Maine Women, the
Tuesday, September 28, from 7-8 p.m. along the lines of regulation football incomplete forward pass.
They also have a representative in the
Sophomore Eagles and the Panhellenic
with several exceptions.
This club is co-ed.
A free catch will be signaled by the Intramural Athletic Association and a
Council while Freshman men similarly
receiver raising one hand. The re- representative in the General Senate.
On Wednesday, September 29, the Those exceptions follow:
became acquainted with Dean Wieman
The playing field will be 50 yards in ceiver is allowed one step forward
will
group
Dance
Modern
Women's
OCUMMO is not all political. It
and members of the Men's Student
after catching the ball. Violation of maintains an active social program for
tumbling length and 45 yards wide.
Senate, Senior Skulls, the Men's Ath- meet at 7:45 p.m., and the
Eight men will constitute a team. this courtesy rule will be penalized by its members. Intramural teams, picfollowing
letic Council, the Sophomore Owls, and class is scheduled for the
There
will be fiVe linemen and three five yards against the offending team. nics and several dances, plus informal
evening from 7-8 p.m.
the Interfraternity Council.
The ball is dead when it goes out of get-togethers at members' homes, all
backs. Free substitutions can be made
A get-acquainted meeting for offafter reporting to the referee. Players bounds.
add up to fun.
campus Freshman women was held in Army Type Maps Soon
cannot wear spiked or cleated shoes Penalties:
Joseph Murray, president, has anNorth Estabrooke Hall. This is an Available To Students
of any type.
Five yards for off side.
nounced
that all interested men should
innovation in Freshman Week proceedLength of game:
15 yards for tackling, roughing the watch
this
paper for announcement of
year
school
this
during
Sometime
ings this year for the purpose of acThe game will consist of four 10- passer or kicker.
its first meeting.
quainting all off-campus students with hundreds of new maps will be open to minute quarters.
Five yards for delaying the game.
the use of the student body in the
those living on campus.
Ejection from the game for unThree time outs per half, two-minute
are of the type used
The traditional reception for Fresh- library. The maps
rest periods between quarters, and five sportsmanlike conduct.
include many
man students given by the president by the Army and they
Five yards for interference with a
minutes at the half will be allowed.
small. There
and
large
scales,
different
was held in Carnegie Lounge Thursday
If a team fails to appear within 10 free catch after signal has been given.
of the
evening. Members of student organiza- will be maps of every part
minutes of the appointed time of the Officials:
world
Students at the University of Maine
tions, the deans of the colleges and
The referee is in complete charge of
contest, that team will forfeit the
fortunate
enough to possess automothe
that
announced
has
Ibbotson
Mr.
members of both faculty and adminithe game. His decisions will be final.
game.
biles
are
reminded
that they must be
use
for
for
available
not
be
will
maps
CereCapping
stration attended. The
There will be one linesman who will
Blocking:
registered
and
carry
a University
mony on the terrace of the New a few months yet and that there will
Blocking must be done without the act as head linesman. He will also act
sticker if they are to be left on campus.
Library closed the 1948 Freshman be a special exhibition of them before use of the hands or of extended arms. , as timekeeper.
they are made available.
Women students should see the Dean
Week.
The defensive or offensive player Downs:
The field is 50 yards long, and it is of Women and men students the Dean
cannot leave his feet to take out a man.
There will be no tackling of the ball divided into three equal zones. The of Men for registering. Graduate ascarrier, the passer, or the kicker. The team in possession of the ball has four sistants are required to show a letter
man in possession of the ball will be downs in which to tour the zoir. A from the Dean of their college to J.
TO OUR UNIVERSITY
Carroll Dempsey in the administration
building.
FRIENDS BOTH NEW

Student Cars Must
Be Registered

WELCOME

AND OLD!

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED
TO MAKE ANDREWS YOUR
MUSICAL HEADQUARTERS

RCA-VICTOR. COLUMBIA,
DECCA, CAPITOL, MGM

RECORDS

OPERA HOUSE

RADIOS — PHONOGRAPHS
Small and Large Models in
All Price Ranges

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

BIJOU

RENTAL - SALES — REPAIRS
Reeds, Strinu-. and All Accessories

BANGOR
Thurs., Fri., Sept. 23, 24
"EMBRACEABLE YOU"
Dane Clark, Geraldine Brool.,
Sat., Sun., Mon.. Tues.
Sept. 25, 26, 27, 28
"THAT LADY IN ERMINE"
Betty Grable
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

SHEET MUSIC LIBRARY
Over 20,000 Pieces of Music
Classical—Popular—Instructional

PIANOS — ORGANS
Chickering. Mason &

Cable
New and Used Pianos for Rent

PARK

M 11 NE'S FINEST MUSIC STORE

ANDREWS
MUSIC HOUSE, INC.
Since 1885
Tel. 1023

zone lost by penalty must be earned
again in the same series of downs.
Postponement:
A postponement can be made only by
mutual consent of the teams concerned,
and by Mr. Wallace and Mr. Woodbury, at least 24 hours before the game.

SEE ALL THE BEST
PICTURES AND SAVE
MONEY AT THE

BANGOR
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Sept. 23, 24, 25
"LETTER FROM AN
UNKNOWN WOMAN"
Joan Fontaine, Louis Jourd;t11
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
Sept. 26, 27, 28, 29
"THE BEST YEARS OF
OUR LIVES"
Myrna Loy, Frederic March,
Dana Andrews

Largest Collection in Northern Maine
Sound-Proofed Listening Booths

118 Main St., Bangor

‘'OUII LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

nines Compan)
41)
5T I3P1

4 Main St.

0110N0

BANGOR

Wed. & Thurs., Sept. 22-23
"ANOTHER PART OF THE
FOREST"
Fredric March, \n11 Plyth
Plus
"FABULOUS JOE"
(Cinecolor)
Walter Abel, Margot Grahame
6:30-7:28
Fri. & Sat., Sept. 2 1-25
"BEYOND GLOR1"
Alan Ladd, Donna Reed
Also Football Thrills for the
Past 10 Years by Pete Smith
and Cartoons
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8:30

\t,

Sun. & Mon.. scpt. 26-27
"THE EMPEROR WALTZ"
(Technicolor)
Bing Crosby, Joan Fontaine
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8:24
Tuesday, Sept. 28
"PANIC"
Viviane Romance—Directed by
Julien Duvivier
"A Slick Frenchic, Panic is a
shuddery tale of intrigue, calculated to shake every tingle out
of your spine"---IA'alter Winchell

BANGOR
Fri., Sat., Sept. 24, 25
"RFT( RN
ILDFIRE"
"IN OLD MEXICO"
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Sept. 26, 27. 28
‘N rd. .44, Thurs., Sept. 29-30
"DRUMS"
Donlile Feature
"FOUR FEATHERS"
"TilE SAINTED SISTERS"
Wed.. Thurs., Sept. 29. 30
Veronica Lake, Joan Caulfield
"ON AN ISLAND WITH
Plus
Y011"
"HEART OF VIRGINIA"
"THE FLAME"
Janet Martin, Robert Lowery
Pijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 350 to 5 o'clock
•••••••••••••

Headquarters
For Famous
k'HAND SWEATERS
in
Shelty Spun &
Shelty Mist

Orono,
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Bear Facts

THE MAINE CAMPUS

Maine Eleven Prepares For Season's Opener

liv J ERRY RU6OVIN

Bears Face R.I.
In First Game
This Saturday

Back to the books we go, and back
to athletics once more with football
already upon us, and plenty of it...
the Rhody Rams visit Alumni Field
this coming Saturday without the colorful and bombastic Frank Keaney,
who has retired to the comparative
The University of Maine Black
quiet of the office of director of athBears open their 1948 season with the
letics. In his stead will be his former
Rams of Rhode Island State this comassistant William Beck. Beck's introing
Saturday at Alumni Field. The
duction of the double wing-T last week
game will start at 1:30 p.m.
apparently paid off. The Rams rolled
The visitors will enter the game
over Quonset, 56-0.
with one game under their belts. They
Those bulldozers and steam
opened up the season at home a week
shovels operating near the Uniago
with a thumping 56-0 drubbing of
versity dump are putting the finthe
Quonset N.A.S. eleven. Led by
ishing touches on 200,000
veteran Sal Vento and sophomore
square feet of land which has
Charlie Varney, both of whom scored
been drained with a tile undertwo
touchdowns, the team featured a
ground drainage. Grading and
new
coach
in William Beck, former asseeding will be completed within
sistant to retired coach Frank Keaney,
a few weeks, and nature will do
HENRY "RABBIT" DOMBKOWSKI
JACK ZOLI.0
and a new offense, the double wing-T.
PHIL COULOMBE
the rest. The area
be used
The two teams started their compefor a frosh baseball field and
tition
in 1911. Maine has scored 15
three practice fields.
victories
and dropped 10 games. Two
Football news throughout the state
qames ended in ties. Last year the
has Bowdoin loaded with plenty of
Bears started on their state title quest
heavy linemen. Bates was walloped in
While the interest of most people squad in general. The tackling was Leggett, an end tor the Annex last by walloping the Rams at Kingston,
its opener at Toledo, 42-0, and Coach has been glued
to the closing days of I almost vicious at times, but the block- year, has drawn praise from the 33-13.
Ducky Pond is sure to feel the loss of the major
league pennant races, foot- ing and ball-handling was not top- coaches for his play so far.
The starting lineups are expected to
Walker Heap. Colby's fine backfield ball has
sneaked into the spotlight. notch. One of the primary problems
look
like the following:
The brightest part of the Maine footstar of the 1947 season, Hal Marden, The University
of Maine Bears have facing the coaches will be that of getRhode
Island State: LE, Sam Katball picture seems to be in the backis now enrolled at Maine, but the resi- practiced
for more than three weeks ting the entire squad together on the
LT,
zen,
Al
Andrews, LG, Alex Hanefield. Six lettermen have returned this
dence rule will not make him eligible in preparation
for their opening game same field at the same time. At no time
iwich, C, Capt. Herb O'Rourke, RG,
Rabbit
fall.
Dombkowski,
Phil Couuntil next season.
on Saturday with Rhode Island State. until the Rhode Island game will the
_Alan Bernstein, RT, Art Carlin, RE,
lombe, Reggie Lord, and Charlie LoM-Clubbers are admired by
John McLaughlin, QB, Bob Curtis,
whole team be together.
Coach
George
"Eck"
Allen
faces
the
ranger improve the halfback situation
most of their fellow students.
ticklish job of defending the state title
Coach Allen explained that the key tremendously. Alton "Bus" Sproul, LHB, Ben Curtis, RHB, Elliot JohnThey're the boys we root for in
son, FB, Sal Vento.
with an eleven which has lost six of positions of a football team are the the starting fullback
athletics, and the ones who
on the 1947 title
Maine: Ends, Wing or Adams and
last
year's
starters
and
three others tackles on defense and center and team, has been working at the quarterbring in the gravy in paid adLeggett,
LT, Reilley, LG, Barron, C,
who
were
figured
upon
to
fill
some
of
quarterback on the offense. In addi- back post, a position he last played in
missions. Some of our athletes
McDermott or McBrady, RG, Zollo,
the
gaps.
tion
to
losses
at
tackles,
the
Maine will high school. Sproul has been passing
are married. Would it be askRT, Trask, QB, Sproul, LHB, DombCoach Allen declares that the team lack an experienced center on par with and running plays with
ing too much of the treasurer's
the first back- kowski,
RHB, Lord or Loranger, FB,
is
plagued
by
inexperience.
The line starter Flash Gordon of the 1947 team. field. Geddy Morse has shown promoffice to excuse these fellows
Coulombe.
is
far
from
the
peak
which
it
reached
McBrady and McDermott are the two ise in the passing department, while
from laying out six bucks for
last season. The team was hit hardest lettermen competing for the starter's Art Clark, a defensive
athletic passes for the wives, or
star last season.
at the tackles. Benson and Marsanskis role in that spot.
has improved more than any other
uould it?
were lost by graduation, and Ottman
Hank Dombkowski served notice on
Lettermen Jack Zolfo and Don Bar- squad member in the passing departand
Oddi are not among the 1948 ron are
the local football world in the Bluethe veterans upon whom Allen ment. Punting chores have been diWhite scrimmage that he will continue candidates. Line coach "Whoops" has placed his hopes for bolstering the vided by Russ Noyes and Reggie Lord.
The Faculty Manager's office anSnively was faced with a difficult task,
his 1947 pace this season. He brightmiddle defenses. They were 1947 start- while Joe Pruett has attracted notice
nounced this week that the cross
but the past 10 days have seen the sitened an otherwise spotty session with
ers at the guard slots. Bob Duddy of in the backfield with his great speed.
country team would open its season
The team is far from a finished
a sidelines run of over 80 yards, and uation eased. Stan Trask, who played Bangor has shown steady improveon October 16 with the University of
fullback
last
season,
was
moved
into
a brilliant catch of a TD pass.
ment in the past several days, and he and polished eleven at this writing.
New Brunswick at Orono. The second
the tackle position, and almost imIntramural sports will start earlier
should see a great deal of action this The scrimmages and drills have indiopponent
new to the Maine schedule
mediately
began
drawing attention fall.
cated that. The problem of working
this year with the return of touch
Springfield
is
College,
from
the
coaches
and
observers.
Salfootball, a popular pre-war form of
Randy Adams and Al Wing are the the T-formation into perfection has
Both colleges were added to the 1948
isbury
and
Schmidlin,
both
over
200
been made more difficult by the lack
murder at Maine. This year's intraleading contenders for starters at end.
schedule this summer when Bates and
of experience in the squad and the obmural season promises to be a banner pounds, have played well defensively at
Colby requested Maine to drop them.
that
The
loss
position,
of
Bob
Emerson,
and
a 60-minute vious loss of key players.
Dick Reilley, a 196one from the first indications.
They
withdrew the teams because of
pounder,
has
drawn
praise
from the player, may possibly move Adams to a
The solution may be found in the
Football prospects in the line
weak squads. Maine has met Springcoaches
in
the
pre-sea
son
workouts.
post
on
the
offense.
He
was a star on first game at Alumni Field on Saturare not so gloomy at this writing
field many times in the New England
Last Saturday's blue-white scrim- the defense last season, and participated day. More
if my sources of information are
time is needed, and with meets, and
last year the Gymnasts
mage
pointed
up
the inexperience of the little when Maine held the ball. Les it the team should improve.
correct. Losses at the tackles
edged the Bears by two points at Bosand guards were serious probton.
lems facing the Ms • coache..
VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY
Jayvee-Frosh Squads
this season, but the comfit'
1WAA Freshman Picnic
Oct. 23 New Hampshire at Orono
may be remedied, at least for
Start Practice Drills
Nov. 1 State Meet at Augusta
Will Be Held Monday
next season. Phil Duby, the AnNov.
8 N.E. Meet at Franklin
Coaches Sam Sezak, Phil Jones.
nex's fine center of last season
Under the leadership of their presiField, Boston
and Bill Kenyon have announced the
A State Committee oi Basketball dent, Thelma "Bing" Crossland,
who left school to seek a posithe Nov. 15 Nationals at Van Cortland
opening
of
practice for the freshman Officials was organized at a recent Women's Athletic Association
tion on the U. S. Olympic boxis planPark, New York
and junior varsity football squads. special meeting of representatives of ning
ing team, may return to Maine
the annual Freshman picnic to be
Frosh practice started with 23 men the Eastern, Central, and Western held on Monday evening from 5 to 7:30
in February ... AND ... Bill
1947 FOOTBALL RECORD
reporting, and 40 upperclassmen joined Maine Boards of Basketball Officials at the women's hockey field.
Ottman, a promising tackle on
Rhode
Island at Kingston, 33-13.
in the J V practices. Daily sessions will in Waterville.
last year's title squad, has seQuantities of hot dogs, salads, cokes, Northeastern at Orono. 26-6.
be held in preparation for a four-game
cured the backing of some
Eddie Roundy, Colby. was named and potato chips are being
purchased New Hampshire at Durham, 7-28.
schedule which opens October 8 against temporary chairman of the group, and
alumni to return to school in
to keep the class of '52 fed on this Connecticut at Orono, 13-6.
Ricker Junior College.
February or next fall.
Sam Sezak, University of Maine, sec- occasion.
Colby at Watenille, 33-6.
Line coach "Whoops" Snively smilretary.
FRESHMAN FOOTBALL
So, come on freshman girls, here's Bowdoin at Orono, 13-0.
ingly reported that those boosters of
(Orono Campus)
Purpose of the state committee, ac- a chance to meet your fellow class- Bates at Lewiston. 19-13.
ice hockey on this campus are becom- Oct. 16 Maine Central Inst. at
cording to a statement issued follow- mates and help start off the "WAA Maine won the State Series title for
ing more vehement in their support of
Orono, 2 P.M.
ing the meeting, is "to unite all three program which has been carefully the first time since 1934.
the winter sport.
Oct. 22 Coburn Classical at
Maine boards in a continuity of planned by its officials. Other officers
Maine loses its captain and star of
Orono, 2 P.M.
thought and action for the betterment are Betty Friedler, Carolyn Rowell,
1948 VARSITY FOOTBALL
the golf team for the past two years Oct. 30 Higgins Classical at
of basketball
and "Jerry" Simananok.
Sept. 23 Rhode Island at Orono,
to Bowdoin. Gene McNabb, New
Orono, 9 A.M.
Representing the Eastern Maine
Posters have been put up on the
1:30 P.M.
England Intercollegiate champ, has
11011 VARSITY FOOTBALL
Board were Maynard Sawyer, Brewer, freshman dorms. All girls should sign Oct. 2 Northeastern Univ. at
Oet. 8 Ricker Junior College at Samuel Sezak, University of Maine, up right away.
transferred to Bowdoin.
Boston
There i-a g I onportit
,,,,,,, 2 P.M.
Cnr
and Charles Wotton, Rockland;
Oct. 9 New Hampshire at Orono,
Err-oilman tool
tn earn titrir noo- ort. 23 Bridgton Acad. at Orono, Western Maine Board, Charles KoOfficials for the Rhode Island game
1:30 P.M.
ttn•ro!:1.,,i-tant foontliall ina to harian and L. NI. McGouldrick, Jr.,
Referee—John Fortunato, B. C.; Oct. 16 Connecticut at Storrs
a ger,
.
Oet. 20
• Maritime at
Portland, and Al Parks, Bath; Cen- Umpire—Norby Dowd, Holy Cross; Oct. 23 Bates at Orono. 1:30
P.M.
1.1111.1' N /III arr, into•rio.tril nut% inOrono, 2 P.M.
tral Maine Board, Sam McCall and Head Linesman—Bill Stanton, Ford- Oct. 30 Colby at Orono, 1:30
P.M.
quiry at the 1titirtie office in tin• 'in'.. hAnnex Frosh at Brunswick Arthur Sprague, Augusta, and
Eddie ham; Field Judge—Charlie Wotton,
(Homecoming Came)
•ial
tn.
9 A.M.
Roundy, Colby.
Bowdoin.
Nov. 6 Bowdoin at Ilrun.w irk

Bears Not Up To Last Year's Standard

Bates-Colby Bow
To Maine Harriers

Sezak Named To
Basketball Post

ATERS
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College of Arts and Sciences
degree from Stanford. He was head
John W. Anderson, Westwood, been an instructor in secondar
y schools
Eduard Kelly, Northumberland, Pa., of the Spanish department at Florida
Mass.,
instructor in business admini- and a graduate assistant
(con Irtued from Page Ow) assistant professor of physics, holds a Southern College and in Guatemala.
at Texas
stration, expects to receive his M.B.A. A. and M.
from the University of Maine, and he M.S. from Pennsylvania
State College
Frederic Peachy, Cape Cottage, as- degree shortly from Indiana Universihas served two years as a graduate and has served as
Donald H. Feener, Arlington, Mass.,
an instructor at sistant professor of
classics and French, ty where he has also taught.
assistant in the botany and plant physi- Penn. State College and
assistant professor in mechanical engiBrown Uni- holds a Ph.D. from Harvard
Universiology laboratories.
Edward W. Smykay, Hillside, N. J., neering, holds an M.S. from
versity.
Harvard
ty and was formerly an instructor in instructor in
economics and business University. He was formerly director
Frank H. Dalton, Greenfield, Mass., Lawrence A. Wing, Flagstaff
, in- French at Brown University.
administration, holds his B.S. degree of the Feener Technical Schools,
instructor in bacteriology, has an M.S. structor in geology, holds
Inc.
a B.S. deWilliam W. Duncan, Holly Springs, from Rutgers.
degree from the University of Massa- gree from the University
John F. Lee, Dorchester, Mass., asof Maine. Ga., instructor in speech,
has a B.S.
chusetts. He has held a teaching fel- Wing has served as
Frank H. McDonald, Guilford, sistant professor in mechanic
an assistant from Berry College and
al engiwill shortly N. C., instructor in economics, holds neering,
lowship at the Univ. of Mass, and has geologist with the
holds an M.S. from Harvard
Maine Geological receive his M.A. from the
University an M.A. from Haverford College. He and
had much industrial experience.
Survey and as a topographer with the of
has been a mechanical engineer
Michigan. He gained experience has worked on
Richard W. Gerry, Lafayette, Ind., U. S. Marine Corps.
several newspapers.
with
the Stone and Webster Engineeras an English teacher in secondary
associate professor of poultry husHenry A. Peck, Somerville, Mass., ing Corporation.
William J. Georgitis, Milbridge, in- schools and an assistantship in the
bandry, holds an M.S. degree from
instructor in economics, has an M.A. Francis J. Sullivan,
structor in chemistry, is a graduate of department of speech at the Univ.
Lawrence,
of from the Fletcher
Purdue University, and he has been
School of Law and Mass., assistant professor in mechaniBowdoin College and has done gradu- Michigan.
an assistant in poultry husbandry reDiplomacy. He has been an instructor cal engineering, has an
ate work at M.I.T. and the Univ. of
M.S. from
Joanne M. Springer, Bangor, in- at Tufts.
search at Purdue.
Kansas State College. He was an
Me. He has taught at Sanford High structor
of mathematics, has an M.A. Eugene A. Mawhinn
Esther A. Martin, Galeton, Pa., in- School and at the Bowdoin
ey, Jonesboro, instructor of machine design at Kansas
Summer degree from the University of Maine.
instructor in economics, has a B.S. State and served in the
structor in home economics, has a Session.
war.
Paul C. Rogers, Arlington, Mass., from the University of Maine. He was
M.Ed. from Pennsylvania State ColJoseph 0. Faneuf, Springfield, Mass.,
Carroll F. Terrell, Fairfield, itstruc- instructor
of mathematics, holds an formerly a principal in a Jr. High
lege. She has taught in secondary
instructor of mechanical engineering,
tor in English, is a graduate of Bow- M.A. from
Boston University, and he School.
schools and was a graduate assistant
is a graduate of the Worcester Polydoin College and has done graduate was formerly
an instructor at Coburn
at Penn. State College.
Frederic Amling, Cleveland, Ohio,
technic Institute, and he has worked
work at the Univ. of Me. He has Classical Institute
.
instructo
r in economics and sociology, as engineer
Gerald M. Ward, Madison, Wisc., taught at Richmond and Lawrenc
in several industrial cone
Marian
S.
Webster, Canton, Kans., received his M.B.A. from Miami Uniinstructor in animal husbandry, holds High Schools.
cerns.
instructor in psychology, has a B.S. versity. He served as a graduate assisan M.S. from University of Wisconsin
Dr. W. Harry Everhart, Ithaca, in Ed. from
Arnold E. Golef, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Kansas State Teachers' tant at the school.
where he was also a teaching assistant. N. Y., assistant professor of zoology,
instructo
r of mechanical engineering,
College.
Horace B. Reed, Jr., Knoxville,
He served in the infantry during the received his Ph.D. from Cornell Uniis
graduate
a
of the Rensselaer PolyRichard
K.
Stuart,
Chester, Pa., Tennessee, instructor in zoology, has
last war.
versity, and he has served as graduate assistant
technic Institute and has had much
professo
r
economic
of
an
s
and
M.S.
from
the University of TenRodney H. Allan, Westbrook, in- assistant at the Univ. of Pittsburgh
business administration, holds an M.S. nessee and was a part-time instructor industrial engineering experience.
structor in agricultural engineering, and Cornell. During the war he
was from Rhode Island State College. He there.
John R. Lyman, Middletown, Conn.,
is a University of Maine graduate. He in the Army Air Corps.
instructo
was
instructo
an
r of mechanical engineering,
r
at
the
Univ.
of
Me.
College of Technology
served three years as an officer in the
Stuart M. Gross, Orland, associate from 1940-194
is
graduate
a
6.
of Tufts College and has
Samuel
J.
Mayo,
Wyoming, Pa.,
Army Air Corps.
professor of Spanish, has an M.A. Elizabet
h T. Evans, N. Y., instruc- instructor in electrical engineering, is worked for a large steel corporation.
tor in business administration, received a graduate of Lehigh University and
Arthur S. Weaver, Medford, Mass.,
her B.A. degree from the University expects his M.S. degree from Texas instructor of mechanical engineering,
of Maine.
A. and M. College this fall. He has is a graduate of Tufts College and was
an instructor there.
WELCOME, STUDENTS
Lynn B. H. Goodrich, Lewiston, instructor of mechanical engineering, has
It's nice to see you back.
a B.S. degree from the University of
Maine. During the war he served in
Now—What did you forget?
the U. S. Army.
Special
Dept. of Physical Education and
$12.5
0
perma
nent
for
$10
Athletics
Was it—
Miss Catherine F. Shaw, Dorchester,
$10 permanent for $5
Mass., assistant professor of physical
for a limited time only
TOWELS
STATIONERY
education, holds an M.S. in Phys. Ed.
FOR ALL OTHER BEAUTY AIDS—
from Smith College. She has served
SHEETS
COSMETICS
Visit 19 Park Street
as an instructor of physical education
Or
call
the University of Texas.
Orono
at
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Peggy's Beauty Salon

•

•

If you find a few items missing, drop in to see us.

19 Mill St.

(Continued on Page Eight)

New Atlantic Restaurant
for finest in service, food, and atmosphere

66 Main St.

Bangor

•

Pliolot.tatic Work of All
Kinds
24 hour service
97 HAM MOND Sr., BANGOR
Tel. 5345

a

A Rugged, smart
brown osford Durable
rubber soles and heels.
Also in straight tip.
Sizes 6 to 12.
B Rich-ton•d browo
moccasin. tong.
wearing rubber soles
and heels B & D widths.

Endiceit Johnson
49 Main St.

BANGOR

•

Guaranteed Watch Repairing

Men.s all wool

UNIVERSITY WATCH REPAIR

Hard wor.ted suits
Topcoats
Overcoats
Tuxedos

228 Main St.

(-SAME
LOW
PRICE

Asimmam

K. E. MITCHELL
SERVICE

When in Bangor, visit the

Orono

MAIN S

CC

We May Have It.

gl."Ce H. C2•. K. Store

Fill

Orono

Your Valuables Insured
While In
Our Possession

Bring or Phone
Free Pickup and Delivery
Dial 311

R. D. Kelleher

31.50 and 37.50

Dodge Clothes
8') \lain

••;t.. Bangor

IT'S VINER'S MUSIC CO. for RECORDS
\l MOTH SELEC
TION OF POPULAR—CLASSICAL
JAZZ—WESTERN—CHILDREN'S RECORDS
Record Players

19.95 and up

Record Albums

.59—.75-1.00

Here's
Arrow
Gabel
labele
'Will iv

Record Carrying Cases-2.95-3.95
Needles

11(

.25—.50-1.00-1.50

New and used Musical Instruments bought
—sold— rented—repaired
BALDWIN PIANOS

VINER'S MUSIC CO.
"Maine's Most Complete Music Store"
53 Pickering Sq.

UNDI
BANGOR

mber 23, 1948

On um. \I a tie. September 23, 1948

Tondary schools
;twit at Texas

Food Technologist
Goes To Germany
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Recently arrived in Germany as consultant in pre-processing of food destined for blockaded Berlin is Matthew
E. Highlands, assistant food technologist of the University of Maine Agricultural Experiment Station.
Highlands, on leave from the University, is working under the Office of
Food Administration for Occupied
Countries which is presently faced
with the problem of pre-processing and
pre-cooking of food to save space on
planes and to conserve scarce fuel in
the German capital.
During the recent war, Highlands
worked in the Quarterniaster Corps of
the Army, supervising the experiment
on the dehydration of potatoes carried
on at the Maine Experiment Station.
Here in Maine, experiments conducted by Highlands to utilize thousands of tons of waste pomace from
potatoes in starch making have been
termed successful. The Starch Institute, composed of manufacturers of
starch in Aroostook County, is presently installing a pilot plant to convert
the pomace into animal and dairy feed.
Highlands has experimented with
packing and preservation of Maine
blueberries and apples. A problem in
freezing Mackintosh apples which he
is attempting to overcome is that of
disintegration of this famous Maine
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Fraternity Information
For Non-Fraternity Men

Jack Attends Theta Chi
92nd National Convention

for Non-Fraternity Men

Representing the campus chapter of
Theta Chi, Hal Jack attended the Na- .
tional Theta Chi School of Fraternity'
Practices and the 92nd anniversary
National Convention in Boston held at
the Copley Plaza Hotel, September
9-12. John McGowan '32 of Belmont,
Mass., sat as alumni delegate for the
Maine chapter as well as serving on
the convention committee. Established
in 1907, Maine's chapter was the third
of the 81 to join the national organization.
As guests of Theta Chi Fraternity
this past week, Jim Shepard and Dick
Miller, traveling secretaries for the
national organization, completed their
annual visit to the University of Maine.
A guest of Theta Chi during this
week is Mr. R. J. Cook '19 who entered
his daughter, Rosemund, as a freshman
this fall. Rosemund is living in West
Hall.

Fraternity rushing started Monday,
Sept. 20, and will end October 16.
Pledges will be given out starting October first. All non-fraternity upperclassmen, last year's Annex Freshmen,
(now Sophomores), and Freshmen
now on the Orono campus are eligible.
According to the latest Inter-fraternity ruling, Fraternities will not be
allowed to fill vacancies from the University Dorms after October 16th.
Open rushing for upperclassmen can
be carried on during the remainder of
the year to fill vacancies for next year.
Fraternity social activities consist
of Fall and Spring Houseparties, Vic
Dances, Rushing Parties, Pledge Banquets, and occasional Open House to
enable Faculty Members, Students, and
Alumni to get better acquainted.
All Fraternities belong to the Intramural Sports Association, and partici-

pate in touch football, basketball, volfruit into something resembling apple- leyball, hockey, ski events, snow sculpsauce when thawed out and set in your turing contest, and soft-ball games.
apple pie crust.
A graduate of M.I.T., Highlands
has worked for the Frigidaire Corporation, Friend Brothers, Melrose,
Mass., and Lange Canning Co., in
'Wisconsin. He will return to Orono
in November.

Ben Sklar Says
"WELCOME BACK"
And Wishes You All
A Very Successful Year

BEN SKLAR'S CLOTHING
STORE
OLD TOWN

MAINE

FREESE S MEN'S SHOPS
MAIN STREET

BANGOR, MAINE

Headquarters
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS

IS.

. Eight)

COMING YOUR

[ELL

a All

IANGOR

In the Telephone business
...for 21 years!

as

8

'tixedo,

"It may seem like a long time to you ... but to me it's
just like yesterday that I started.

;0

hes
i gor

"Guess that's because it's always been interesting...
always so many phases of the business to learn...
always something different and vital to do.

"GABANARO"
Here's a rugged and handsome shirt of rayon gabardine that
Arrow's sports shirt experts designed for action plus comfort.
Gabanaro comes in several smart colors and is Sanforset*
labeled for complete washability.
... $5.95

"Right now I'm one of 125,000 men and women who
have been in telephony for 21 years or more. They call
us the 'Telephone Pioneers of America.'
"I've seen the telephone industry come a long way—
improving methods, developing new means of communications, constantly growing. But in many fields
we've hardly scratched the surface; were still pioneering. The future is full of challenges, and opportunities!"

'Will never shrink or stretch out of fit.

ARROW
SHIRTS

and

TIES

UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Canterbury Club
Opens New Season

New Buildings Delayed
By Material Shortage

Orono, Maine, September 23, 1943
lows:

FACULTY

Mario A. Tonon, Brunswick, instrucCollege of Agriculture
tor in English, was graduated from
(Continued from Page Six)
Benjamin F. Graham, Jr., Milton, Bowdoin College
Due to shortages of steel and other
Mass., instructor in botany, holds an
School of Education
Beginning a new season for the CanNorman K. Tronerud, Topsfield,
materials, the erection of the two new
M.S. from the University of Maine.
Mass., instructor in Spanish, is a
Thomas C. King, Lindsborg, Kanterbury Club is a buffet supper recepengineering buildings has been delayed sas, assistant
College of Arts and Sciences
graduate of Bowdoin College
professor of education,
tion to be held Sunday, September 26,
at least one month according to Henry received his M.S.
Emily Pendleton, Dark Harbor, indegree
from
Ruth E. White, Lewiston, instructor
Fort
in the New Library, from 4 to 6 p.m. Doten, Business Manager of the UniHays Kansas State.
structor in English, has an M.A. from in English, has an M.A. degree from
This time has been set aside for the versity.
Boston University
There has also been a change in the the University of Maine
purpose of entertaining all Episcopalian
The bottleneck, Doten said, is in head of the Music
Kenneth W. Davidson, Abernathy, Edward Race, Boothbay Harbor, inDepartment. Lewis
students and members of the St. James concrete reinforcing rods.
Hamilton Niven of Geneva, N. Y., Texas, instructor in physics, is a grad- structor in mathematics, holds a M.Ed.
parish in Old Town.
Completion of the buildings in mid- has been named professor of music uate of the Texas Technological Col- from the Universit
y of Maine.
The officers—Dick Schonland, presi- August, as originally scheduled is out and the head of the Music Departme
nt. lege
Earnest
L.
Davis,
Jr., West Springdent; Ray Gross, vice president; Mari- of the question. However, John Dunn, There have also been new
additions
Neal W. Allen, Jr., Lansdowne, Pa., field, Mass., instructor in physical edlyn Wyman, secretary; and Milton field representative for the T. W. Cun- on the staff at the Universit
y of Maine instructor in history, holds an M.A. ucation, holds a B.S. in Phys. Ed. from
Coleman, treasurer, are hoping that ningham Co. Contractors, has hopes Annex in Brunswick. They
are as fol- degree from Harvard University.
Springfield College.
this will be a pleasant welcome to all that the buildings will be ready for
prospective members of the organiza- use at the beginning of school next fall.
tion.
Doten pointed out that after the comThe group is also planning a series of pletion of the building proper, it will
lectures in cooperation with the Maine take considerable time to move in the
Christian Association on "Marriage necessary equipment.
and the Family" to be given at the
Steam pipes for the heating of the
MCA building twice weekly.
building are in the process of being
installed. This operation was delayed
IN
all summer due to lack of material.
Infirmary Has Drawn

THIS IS COLLEGE WEEK AT

Good Business Already

Hillel Sponsors Dance

At least seven of our fellow students
were so overcome upon returning to
the University that they were forced to
retire to the infirmary for rest and
attention. No serious illnesses—according to Mrs. Edith Sawyer, a nurse
at the infirmary—just colds and upset
stomachs.

FREESE'S

BANGOR

There will be a dance in Memorial
Gymnasium Saturday night sponsored
by Hillel, beginning at 8.
Music will be furnished by Ray .
Downs and his orchestra.
Sheldon Sokol is head of the dance
committee.

•

IIILLSON itIIIE1EiiET MIRO
The Hillson Cleaners proudly announce the resumption
of our weekly award to the outstanding individual
on campus.
LOOK FOR IT

YOU \I a BE THE ONE SELECTED

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill St., Orono

Dial Orono 647

We have agents in all the men's dormitories.

ARE HERE AGAIN!

GIRLS!

• 1,

YOU'RE
INVITED...

TO THE DRAMATIC

FALL
OPENING

Regular pick-ups and deliveries will be made
at all the women.s dormitories.
Oak Hall—Bernie Braen

OF NEW "SMARTER LOOK"

FASHIONS

Sumner Robinson

Visit the
Hannibal Hamlin—Charlie Barr
Corbett Hall—Walt St. Onge
Paul Ellis

THIRD FLOOR of FASHION
"Fifth Avenue in Maine"

Dunn 11a11—Al Wing
Ike Johnson

MEN!

1
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North Dorms—
Jan Willoch, Bldg. 15

You'll Be Delighted With The

Roland West, Bldg. 12
Ferris nay. Bldg. 7
John Met;origle. Bldg. 18
New Dorms ii3—Norm FORA
Jim Elliott
South Apartments—
Sherrold & Harlan Smith
Apartment 21-F
1 nher.ity Cabins—
Ronald Speer., Cabin #1

NEW FALL STYLES
• HART SCHAFFNER and MARX
SUITS and COATS
• BARRON-ANDERSON TOPCOATS
• ARROW SHIRTS and TIES
• McGREGOR SPORTSWEAR
AND MANY OTHER FAMOUS MAKES—YOU'RE ALWA
YS INVITED TO
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